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Herbert B. WoolleyRELATION OF THE DIRECTORS
TO THE WORK AND PUBLIcATIoNs
OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH
1. The object of the National Bureau of Economic Research is to ascertain
and to present to the public important economic facts and their interpretation
in a scientific and impartial manner. The Board of Directors is charged with the
responsibility of ensuring that the work of the National Bureau is carried on in
strict conformity with this object.
2. To this end the Board of Directors shall appoint one or more Directors of
Research.
3. The Director or Directors of Research shall submit to the members of the
Board, or to its Executive Committee, for their formal adoption, all specific pro-
posals concerning researches to be instituted.
4. No report shall be published until the Director or Directors of Research shall
have submitted to the Board a summary drawing attention to the character of
the data and their utilization in the report, the nature and treatment of the prob-
lems involved, the main conclusions and such other information as in their opinion
would serve to determine the suitability of the report for publication in accord-
ance with the principles of the National Bureau.
5. A copy of any manuscript proposed for publication shall also be submitted
to each member of the Board. For each manuscript to be so submitted a special
committee shall be appointed by the President, or at his designation by the Ex-
ecutive Director, consisting of three Directors selected as nearly as may be one
from each general division of the Board. The names of the special manuscript
committee shall be stated to each Director when the summary and report de-
scribed in paragraph (4) are sent to him. It shall be the duty of each member of
the committee to read the manuscript. If each member of the special committee
signifies his approval within thirty days, the manuscript may be published. If each
member of the special committee has not signified his approval within thirty days
of the transmittal of the report and manuscript, the Director of Research shall
then notify each member of the Board, requesting approval or disapproval of
publication, and thirty additional days shall be granted for this purpose. The
manuscript shall then not be published unless at least a majority of the entire
Board and a two-thirds majority of those members of the Board who shall have
voted on the proposal within the time fixed for the receipt of votes on the publica-
tion proposed shall have approved.
6. No manuscript may be published, though approved by each member of the
special committee, until forty-five days have elapsed from the transmittal of the
summary and report. The interval is allowed for the receipt of any memorandum
of dissent or reservation, together with a brief statement of his reasons, that any
member may wish to express; and such memorandum of dissent or reservation
shall be published with the manuscript if he so desires. Publication does not,
however, imply that each member of the Board has read the manuscript, or that
either members of the Board in general, or of the special committee, have passed
upon its validity in every detail.
7. A copy of this resolution shall, unless otherwise determined by the Board, be
printed in each copy of every National Bureau book.
(Resolution adopted October1926 and revised February 8, 1933 and Februar1,
24, 1941)Productivity Trends: Capital
and Labor
John W. Kendrick *
T
HIS paper is a summary account of pro-
ductivity trends since the turn of the cen-
tury inthe American economy, by major
segments and industries.Different rates of
productivity change in the various industries
have significantly altered relative unit costs
and prices of products, rates of output, and the
distribution of resources by industry. At the
national level, productivity growth has been of
paramount importance in raising levels of liv-
ing, in strengthening potential national security,
and in the provision for future economic growth.
Differences among nations in levels and rates
of change in productivity are fundamental
measures of comparative economic perform-
ance and play a crucial role in the competition
among nations and groups ofnations. The
more we can learn of economic growth gener-
ally, and of productivity changes in particular,
the better equipped we are to survive the com-
petition and to enjoy continued advances in our
planes of living.
* This is the first article published by this REVIEW in col-
laboration with the National Bureau of Economic Research.
We expect to continue this collaboration. This paper is a
summary of part of a larger study of productivity trends in
the United States in preparation for the National Bureau.
The author is indebted to Moses Abramovitz and Thor Hult-
gren of the Bureau staff for helpful criticism; Maude R.
Pech has assisted greatly throughout in preparing the un-
derlying estimates, a full description of which will appear
in the later monograph.
The present paper has been approved for publication, as
a report of the National Bureau of Economic Research, by
the Director of Research and the Board of Directors of the
National Bureau, in accordance with the resolution of the
Board governing National Bureau reports(see the 36th
Annual Report of the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, May 1956). It is to be reprinted as No. 53 in the
National Bureau's series of Occasional Papers.
IMethod and Meaning
It will be helpful in understanding the fol-
lowing summary and analysis of our quantita-
tive findings to date to consider briefly the con-
cept of productivity, the methods used to derive
the estimates, and the meaning of changes in
productivity as measured. Productivity can
also be compared as between producing units or
complexes turning out similar products, but
the focus of this paper is on temporal com-
parisons.
Concept. The term "productivity" isfre-
quently used loosely to denote the ratio of out-
put to any related input or class of inputs. In
this sense, there is a spectrum of productivity
ratios, each of which indicates the savings
achieved in particular cost elements over time
as a result of changes in productive efficiency
and factor substitutions. In order to attempt
to measure changes in productive efficiency as
such, however, output must be related to the ag-
gregate of corresponding inputs. This is so be-
cause the proportions in which factors are com-
bined usually change over time because of
changes in relative factor prices or in technical
knowledge.
When proportions have varied, changes in
the ratio of output to one input or class of in-
puts reflect inter-factor substitution as well as
changes in over-all productive efficiency. This
is the chief objection to output per manhour
as an indicator of productivity change. Only by
relating output to all tangible inputs can it be
determined whether there has been a net saving
in real costs per unit of output, or conversely, a
gain in productivity. Increasingly since World
War II, attempts have been made to measure
"total factor productivity," 1butthe work un-
Themovement to measure productivity in terms of all
relevant inputs was keynoted by Hiram S. Davis at the
first National Conference on Productivity held in Washing-
2denying this paper represents the broadest ef-
fort in that direction to date.
Sources and methods. For 33 industry groups
and the private domestic economy as a whole,
we have estimated total factor productivity as
well as the ratios of output to each of the two
broad factor classes: labor and capital (includ-
ing natural resources). For the distribution seg-
ment and for 8o manufacturing industries, we
have estimated the ratio of output to labor in-
put alone, since capital data were lacking. The
estimates, which generally cover the period
1899—1953,havebeen made possible by the
pioneering studies of output, employment, and
capital by the National Bureau of Economic
Research, supplemented and brought up to date
by the author, using basically the same meth-
ods.2 The estimates are still preliminary and
subject to review before publication.
For strict comparability with the basic fac-
ton in 1946(seeSummary of Proceedings of Conference
on Productivity, Dept. of Labor, Bull. 913, 1946, p. xx). A
recent book by Davis describes the concept and methodol-
ogy for measuring composite productivity at the level of the
firm (Hiram S. Davis, Productivity Accounting, Research
Studies XXXVII, Wharton School of Finance and Com-
merce, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1955). See
also G. T. Barton and M. R. Cooper, "The Relation of
Agricultural Production toInputs,"this REvIEw, XXX
(May 1948), 117—26; Jacob Schmookler, "The Changing
Efficiency of the American Economy, 1869—1938," this
XXXIV (August 1952), 214—31; George J. Stigler,
Trends in Output and Employment (National Bureau of
Economic Research, New York, 1947); Solomon Fabricant,
"Economic Progress and Economic Change," Thirty-fourth
Annual Report, National Bureau of Economic Research
('954).
2Therelevant industry studies, published by the Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research, New York, are: Solo-
mon Fabricant, The Output of Manufacturing Industries,
1899—1937('94°), and Employment in Manufacturing,
z899—.r939: An Analysis of Its Relation to the Volume of
Production (1942); Harold Barger and Sam S. Schurr, The
Mining Industries, 1899-1939: A Study of Output, Employ-
ment and Productivity (1944); Jacob Martin Gould, Out-
put and Productivity in the Electric and Gas Utilities,
1899-1942 (1946); Harold Barger, The Transportation In-
3tors of production, output should be estimated
net of intermediate products consumed in the
process of production. Our estimates of real
private domestic product are net in this sense.
Of the industry output estimates, only those for
the farm segment are net, representing the real
value added to materials and services pur-
chased from other industries. The nonfarm in-
dustry output figures are gross and are fully
consistent with the national product estimates
only on the assumption that the ratio of net to
gross has not changed significantly. There are
some indications that net output has risen secu-
larly relative to gross in the nonfarm economy;
to that extent our productivity estimates in that
area have some downward bias.3
dustries, 1899—1946: A Study of Output, Employment, and
Productivity (1951), and Distribution's Place in the Amer-
ican Economy since 1869 Daniel Creamer, Capital
and Output Trends in Manufacturingindustries,1880-
1948, Occasional Paper 41 MelvilleJ.Ulmer,
Trends and Cycles in Capital Formation by United States
Railroads, 1870—1950, Occasional Paper 43 Alvin
S. Tostlebe, The Growth of Physical Capital in Agriculture,
1870—195o,Occasional Paper 44 ;IsraelBoren-
stein,Capital and Output Trends in Mining Industries,
1870—1948, Occasional Paper 45 Someunpublished
National Bureau materials were also utilized. Estimates of
real farm product are those published by the Department of
Commerce; employment and manhours worked on farms
are the estimates of the Department of Agriculture.
The real private domestic product estimates are based on
Department of Commerce estimates, extrapolated for years
before 1929 by major expenditure segments, using estimates
by Simon Kuznets for personal consumption and private in-
vestment, and estimates by the author for government pur-
chases of goods and services. The estimates of real net pro-
ductive assets are largely those of Raymond Goldsmith. The
economy manhour estimates are the sum of industry man-
hour estimates mentionedabove, supplemented by the
author. The relative weights for labor and capital inputs
in the base year 1929 are based on the Department of Com-
merce national income estimates, with an imputation of
labor reward to entrepreneurs based on the average com-
pensation of employees in the various industries.
8Forcomparisonofa weighted aggregateofgross
industry output indexes with an index of the corresponding
segment of real private domestic product, see the paper
prepared by the author for the November 1955 Conference
4Output measures do not, of course, reflect
improvements in the quality of given products.
If the degree of quality change differs over time
and between industries, then temporal and in-
terindustry comparisons of output and produc-
tivity are affected in a possibly serious way.
Quality improvements due to a changed prod-
uct-mix are reflected in the indexes to the ex-
tent that units are measured in terms of de-
tailed types of products. That is, a relative
shift in production from a lower to a higher
value type of good within a given product class
shows up as a rise in total real output if the
units of the various product types are measured
and weighted separately. The same result is
obtained by the deflation of value estimates by
appropriate price indexes. Various other quali-
fications attach to output measures, but these
are generally well known and need no amplifi-
cation here.
Our measures of factor inputs in real terms
are taken net of changes in productive effi-
ciency. This is in contrast to the current value
estimates of factor income, which include the
income, i.e., the share of product, arising from
increasing efficiency. By weighting the real in-
put units by their base period prices —which
approximate their marginal contribution to out-
put in that period —weobtain measures of
what the inputs of a given period would have
produced had their productive efficiency per
unit remained the same as in the base period.
The ratio of these inputs of standardized ef-
ficiency to the actual output of the given period,
at base period prices, yields the index of change
in productive efficiency.
Specifically, the labor input measure is based
on Research in Income and Wealth, "Comments on the
Estimation of Real National Product" (National Bureau of
Economic Research,1955, ,17—18.This
paper contains a much more detailed critique of output in-
dexes than can be given here.
5on estimates of manhours worked in the various
industries by all types of persons engaged in
productiveactivity(includingproprietors),
weighted by base period average hourly earn-
ings. The manhour is not a fully constant unit
in terms of services produced within a given
technological framework, but it is the closest
approximation available.
Real capital input is measured by the con-
stant dollar value of the stock of real capital —
land,plant, equipment, and inventories —em-
ployed in the several sectors, weighted by base
period rates of return. This procedure implies
that capital services move proportionally with
capital stocks. In the case of plant and equip-
ment, a measure of net stock, after depreciation
allowances,fitsourconceptualframework
better than available alternatives. As non-
permanent assets age, their contribution to net
output declines; this is the result of declining
gross output capacity, increasing maintenance
and repair costs, and creeping obsolescence.
Obsolescence results in the reduction of the rate
of return on old equipment not only when the
installation of new equipment leads to reduced
product prices or higher factor prices, but also
when the old equipment is utilized less inten-
sively or in less productive activities. Empirical
and theoretical considerations suggest that these
effects may be assumed to occur gradually over
the lifetime of groups of capital items.4
Fortunately for our purpose, the price de-
flators for plant and equipment do not make
allowance for changes in efficiency of the capi-
tal items, only for changes in real cost of the
items when specifications are changed. The
deflated value of capital stock thus represents
what it would have cost in the base year to pro-
duce the given year stock. Since quality changes
are not taken into account, the associated capi-
'See particularly George Terborgh, Realistic Deprecia-
tion Policy (Washington,
6tal; input measures what the real services of the
stock would have been had base period technol-
ogy prevailed in all periods and if changes in
scale were neutral in their effect on output-in-
put ratios.
Meaning of productivity change. Total fac-
tor productivity is affected not only by technical
change or innovation —reflectingadvanced
know-how as brought to bear by the entre-
preneur on production processes; it is also in-
fluenced by variations in the rate or scale of
production. We have tried to abstract from
variations in the rate of production (relative to
capacity) by comparing productivity in years
of high economic activity. The secular, move-
ments in productivity over the subperiods and
the period as a whole may therefore be inter-
preted as reflecting chiefly the effect of tech-
nical innovation and changes in scale of output.
By the latter, we mean the net outcome of
tendencies toward increasing and diminishing
returns that arise because certain productive
agents need not be expanded proportionally
with output, while others cannot be.Under
technical change, we would include both au-
tonomous innovations and those induced by
changes in scale.
Finally, it should be made explicit that by
measuring inputs in terms of their base period
efficiency, we are neglecting changes per factor
unit in the services of immaterial capital ac-
cumulated in order to increase the efficiency of
resources in future periods.This "cultural"
capital is largely the technical knowledge of in-
dividuals, accumulated by investment in edu-
cation and research, and its services are mani-
fested through the applicationoftechnical
know-how by individuals directly in productive
activity, or through the instruments of produc-
tion. Since measurement of changes per factor
unit in the real services of intangible capital
7would have to be approached in terms of the
savings in real costs achieved by the applica-
tion of greater productive knowledge, the pro-
ductivity index itself is the necessary first ap-
proximation to measurement of the "missing"
factor.
Insofar as interindustry differentials in factor
remuneration reflect differences in intangible
capital and its services per unit of input, rela-
tive shifts of factors toward higher paying in-
dustries result in an increased real input as-
sociated with the intangible investment required
to adapt factors to more productive uses. To
this extent, our aggregate input estimates do re-
flect increasing quality of inputs as a result of
changing input mix —butnot improvement in
the quality of resources within the several in-
dustry groups whose inputs are separately
weighted
LongPeriod Rates, of Change, 1899—1953
Between the years 1899and1953, total fac-
tor productivity in the private domestic econ-
omy rose at an average annual rate of iper
cent.Productivity gains thus accounted for
more than half of the 3.3 per cent average rate
of growth in real product.
A weighted average of productivity indexes
in the industry groups for which we have esti-
Regardless of the source of industry differentials in re-
source remuneration1 a changing composition of inputs af-
fects movements in real output as well as in real input.
Thus internal weighting of each eliminates the effect of
interindustry shifts, and changes in the productivity ratio
are thereby reduced to a weighted average of changes in pro-
ductive efficiency within the various industries.Another
advantage of internal weighting is that the resulting pro-
ductivity measure indicates the rate of increase in unit
compensation of the factors which is consistent with stable
product prices. That is, part of the increase in real output
relative to unwcighted input accrues to the factors as a re-
sult of upgrading; by including this with input, changes in
the resulting productivity measure indicate the changes in
real factor compensation due to improved efficiency of the
factors within given uses.
8mates shows a 2.0 per cent average annual rate
of gain (see Table i below). Within the cov-
ered area, the manufacturing and mining seg-
ments each show a productivity gain of 2 per
cent, the average rate for the whole area. A
less than i per cent increase in agriculture is
offset by productivity gains in transportation
and public utilities well above average.
TABLE I. —AVERAGEANNUAL RATES OF GAIN IN PRO-
DUCTIVITY RATIos, PRIVATE DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND
AGGREGATE OF 33 INDUSTRY GROUPS
(Per cents)
'







Private domestic economy 1.7 1.9 1.1
Aggregate of industry groups:
Weighted 2.0 2.4 1.3
Unweighted 2.3 2.6 1.4
The difference between the rates of growth
in productivity in the economy as a whole and
in the industrial sector covered by this study
implies that productivity in the uncovered seg-
ments —trade,service, finance, and construc-
tion, which account for almost half of national
product —increasedat an average rate of less
than iper cent a year. This figure should
not be interpreted as a precise estimate because
the deflators for the service industry products
included in the national product leave much to
be desired.It is, rather, some evidence of the
plausibility of our estimates of productivity in
the private domestic economy —supportedby
the specific evidence supplied by Barger that
output per manhour in trade has risen signifi-
cantly less than that in commodity-producing
industries.6
The 33 industry groups show no negative
productivity changes over the long period; the
6SeeHarold Barger, Distribution's Place in the American
Economy since i869.
9average annual rates of gain range from o.6
per cent in bituminous coal mining to 5.3 per
cent in electric utilities. The changes are con-
centrated in the i to 3 per cent class intervals;
the frequency distribution is somewhat skewed
to the right (shown in the first colum of Table
5). Essentially the same picture of dispersion
emerges for the 8o manufacturing industries
with respect to output per manhour.
In the private domestic economy and in the
covered groups as a whole, output per unit of
labor input increased considerably faster than
output per unit of capital input (see Table i).
This reflects an increase in capital per unit of
labor input —byo.8 per cent a year in the
economy as a whole, on average. Since, how-
ever, the weight of the capital input index is
.28comparedwith a .72 weight for the labor
input index, our measure of the substitution of
capital for labor (total input divided by labor
input) shows an average rate of increase of
about one-fourth of one per cent a year.
In all of the industry groups but two, capital
input increased more than labor input. The in-
dex of substitution of capital for labor increased
at an average annual rate of between o.i and
0.3 per cent for more than half of the groups.
Thus factor substitution has not been a major
element in labor-saving in most groups; and
while indexes of output per manhour show
somewhat higher rates of growth than total fac-
tor productivity indexes, the relative positions of
industries are much the same by both measures.
In several groups, however, the substitution of
capital for labor exceeded i per cent a year, on
average —notablyin tobacco manufactures,
petroleum refining, crude oil and gas produc-
tion, and natural gas utilities. These are also
groups in which productivity gains exceeded
the economy average,
Despite the greater increase in capital than in
I0labor inputs, output per unit of capital has gen-
erally risen over the long period. Innovation
has therefore been capital-saving as well as
labor-saving, on the whole. In the few groups
that are exceptional in this respect, the growth
of capital has only slightly exceeded the growth
of output. The almost universal gains in pro-
ductive efficiency may thus be regarded as es-
tablished irrespective of the weighting system
employed in combining the factor inputs in the
various industry groups.
It is of economic significance that the dis-
persion of changes in total factor productivity
is less than that in either of the partial output-
input ratios inthe33 groups. This is revealed
by the average deviations shown in Table
below. The smaller degree of dispersion of
group changes in total factor productivity is due
to a significant positive correlation between
relative changes in capital (and total input)
per unit of labor input and in output per unit
of labor input.7 To state it differently, there is
a negative regression between the deviations
from their means of changes in the two partial
output-input ratios:relatively small(large)
increases in output per unit of capital tend to be
associated with relatively large(small)in-
creases in output per manhour.
Subperiod Rates of Change
In speaking of annual rates of
change" in the preceding section, we have not
meant to suggest that productivity grows at an
even pace from year to year, or even from dec-
ade to decade. Variations in annual percentage
changes are large: in the private domestic econ-
The coefficient of rank correlation between per cent
changes 1899—1953incapital per unit of labor input and
output per unit of labor input is +.38. The coefficient is
+.sxwhenthe correlation is based on per cent changes in
total input per unit of labor input and output per unit of
labor input.
:riomy, the average deviation exceeds the average
annual per cent change in each of the 3 ratios.8
Average annual rates of change between years
of high-level business activity approximately a
decade apart (which we call "subperiods")9
are much more stable than annual changes but
still show considerable variability.
Temporal variability. In general, the greater
thedegreeofindustrydisaggregation,the
greater the variability among subperiods in
rates of change in the ratios. As Table 2 shows,
the variability is greater for the 33-group ag-
gregate than it is for the private domestic econ-
omy as a whole; the average variability of sub-
period rates of change in the group ratios is ap-
proximately twice as great as it is with respect
to the same ratios for the group aggregate. Al-
though the table covers only the manufacturing
segment, it is true for all segments that variabil-
ity in rates of change over time is greater in the
TABLE 2.— AVERAGEDEVIATIONS OF STJBPERIOD RATES
OF CHANGE IN TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY AND IN
PARTIAL OUTIWT-INPUT RATIOS FROM THE LONG-
PERIOD RATES OF CHANGE, 1899 TO 1953












Private domestic economy 0.5 0.9
Aggregate of 33 groups o.8 0.9 1.2
Average of 33 groups x.6 1.7 2.1
Manufacturing segment 1.4 1.4 2.0
Average of 20 groups i.8 1.8 2.3
Average of 8o industries 2.1
The pertinent calculationsforthe private domestic





per cent changes i.8 2.0 1.2
Average deviation 2.4 2.6 2.9
°Thesubperiods selected for comparison purposes are:
1899—1909; 1909—19; 1919—29; 1929—37; 1937—48;and 1948—
53-
12component groups or industries, on average,
than for each of the segment aggregates.
It can also be seen from the table that the
rate of change in total factor productivity varies
less over time than the average rates of change
of the two partial output-input ratios.The
tendency is more pronounced for the 33 groups
than it is for the total economy and the manu-
facturing segment alone, but it holds for all
comparisons. This suggests that among sub-
periods, as well as among industries, relative
changes in capital per manhour are positively
correlated with relative changes in output per
manhour.'° Here, again, relatively high rates
of substitution of capital for labor are associ-
ated with relatively high rates of increase in
output per manhour and with relatively low
rates of change in output per unit of capital
input.
Patterns of change. Next, let us inquire
whether the rates of change in productivity have
any systematicrelationshiptotime. Each
group shows a somewhat different pattern of
movement in productivity over time —reflect-
ing still different patterns in the component in-
dustries.But taking either the productivity
ratios for the economy as a whole, or for the
33-group aggregate, one striking fact stands
out: there has been a significant acceleration of
productivity advance since the end of World
War I as compared with the prior two decades.
The acceleration is most pronounced in the
output-capital ratio, but it is also unmistakable
in the output-labor ratio.(See Table
10 Thisimplies a positive relationship between relative
changes in total factor input per unit of labor input and in
output per unit of labor input in the subperiods —whichin
fact obtains in all subperiods except one. The coefficients
of rank correlation are:
1399—1909 +.45 1929—37
1909—19 +.6i 1937—48 —.02
1919—29 +.46 1945—53+.49
'3TABLE 3. —AVERAGEANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATES OF
CHANGE, TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY AND THE PAR-









Private domestic economy 1.1 2.2
Covered sector (33-group ag-
gregate) 2.3 1.4 2.9
Output-labor ratio
Private domestic economy 1.9 1.4 2.3
Covered sector 2.6 1.8 3.2
Output-capital ratio
Private domestic economy i.i 0.2 1.7
Covered sector 1.4 —0.2 2.3
There does not appear to have been either
further acceleration, or retardation, in the pri-
mary trend rate of increase in total factor pro-
ductivity since 1919. A straight line passed
through the logarithms of the total factor pro-
ductivity estimates for the years and
passesthrough the estimates for 1929, 1940—
41, and closely hugs the estimates for the years
1950—53.Alternative methodsoffittinga
trend-line yield approximately the same result.
The line we have described passes above the
estimates for the years 1937 and 1948; this is
explainable in terms of the less than full cyclical
recovery in the earlier year, and the still incom-
plete postwar readjustment in 1948. Thus the
rate of productivity change since 1948, on the
surface, suggests some acceleration in produc-
tivity growth in the private economy since
World War II, but this is a function of a com-
parison base which lies below the primary trend.
Productivity in the 33-group aggregate actually
shows a smaller rate of increase 1948—53 than
the average rate from 1919 to 1948 —which
suggests that there has been some acceleration
in the rate of productivity gain in the uncov-
ered service and construction areas.It would
'4be most interesting, if true, that the previously
lagging sectors are catching up, but we cannot
regard this as an established fact without more
reliable, direct estimates. Output per manhour
in the trade segment, estimated by the Barger
method, has increased considerably faster since
1948thanthe trend rate.
Dispersion of changes in sub periods. In the
several subperiods, the dispersion of industry
group changes in productivity and the partial
ratios is about twice as great, on the average,
as it is over the long period. This is also true
of output per manhour in the 8o manufacturing
industries. (See Table 4.)Thetable also shows
that the dispersion of group changes in total
factor productivity is less than that for the par-
tial ratios in the subperiods.This tendency
holds for each of the subperiods as well as on
average.
TABLE4. —DISPERSIONOF GROUP AND INDUSTRY
















Total productivity 2.3 o.8
Output-laborratio 2.6 0.9 1.7
Output-capital ratio 1.0 2.1
80manufacturing industries
Output-labor ratio 2.1 0.9 2.1
a Forthe manufacturing industries, the period iS 1899—1947, with
five component subperiods instead of the six into which the period
1899—19S3 is divided.
Thegreaterdispersionofproductivity
changes in the subperiods relative to the long
periods can be seen more graphically in the
frequency distributions (Table 5). While there
'5were no negative changes over the long period
in total factor productivity and in output per
manhour in the groups, there are a few negative
changes in each of the subperiods. The major-
ity of groups exhibit continuous productivity
growth over all subperiods; the other groups
show interruptions to growth in one, and in a
few cases two, subperiods. A larger number of
negative changes in the subperiods appear in
the output-capital ratio. In the first two dec-
ades of the century, the declines predominate.
Before 1919,thecapital coefficients in most
manufacturing and mining industries were ris-
ing; i.e., the output-capital ratios were f ailing.
This was approximately offset in its effect on
the economy by a rise in the output-capital
ratios in most of the regulated industries which
had gone through a period of building up plant
and falling output-capital ratios in earlier dec-
ades. After World War I, the ratios rose in
most manufacturing and mining industries as
well as in other segments of the economy, a!-
though the continuity of advance still was less
than in output per manhour and total produc-
tivity.
Relative position of industries. Rates of pro-
ductivity change in given industries have fluctu-
ated markedly in successive subperiods, not
only in percentage terms but also in relation to
the rates of change in other industries. This is
implied by the previous analysis.It is con-
firmed by a ranking of the various industries
and industry groups with respect to change in
the output-input ratios in each subperiod and
the period as a whole. We ranked the industry
group with the smallest gain in productivity as
iandthat with the largest gain as 33. The
manufacturing industry with the least gain was
also ranked as iandthat with the largest as 8o.
The ranks in the subperiods for most of the



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4markedly from their average rank over all the
subperiods."
There is a tendency, apparent in Table 6, for
groups and industries with low rank for the
period as a whole to improve their relative
standing over time, and for those with high
rank to slip somewhat. The prevalence of the
tendency over all subperiods except one, in each
set of industries, suggests that it is a real phe-
nomenon. The basis of the tendency could be
an acceleration in the diffusion of innovation
over the period.This is consistent with evi-
dence of a downward trend in the measures of
dispersion of productivity change among indus-
tries over the subperiods, although the trend is
not sufficiently pronounced to be conclusive.
Some Implications of the Productivity Ratios
The process of technical advance. We have
seen that there are no industry groups, and few
industries, with negative productivity change
over the long period; in fact, group and indus-
try rates of productivity gain are rather heavily
concentrated about their means. These facts at-
test to the strength and breadth of the forces
promoting technological advance and increas-
ing returns in our economy, and the diffusion of
UTheaverages of the subperiod ranks of the 33 groups
with respect to total factor productivity range from 8 to
27. The mean average deviation of subperiod ranks is p.o,
as compared with a maximum possible mean average devia-
tion of 8.25.Themean average deviation of subperiod
ranks from average ranks for the period as a whole with re-
spect to output per manhour in the manufacturing indus-
tries is 17.5;thiscompares with a maximum possible mean
average deviation of 20.0.
The variability of rank explains the fact that in Table 6
the average rank of the lower (higher) half of the groups
or industries over the period as a whole is lower (higher)
than the average rank of the same industries in the sub-
periods. This is a consequence of the fact that some of the
groups and industries that fall into one of the halves with
respect to change over the long period cross into the other
half in one or more of the subperiods.
'9basic innovations throughout the various indus-
tries.
The basic force behind innovation and its
spread has been, of course, competition among
firms for markets and profits. Firms that lag
for long behind their competitors in reducing
unit real costs cannot survive. In our age, this
means that management must be creative, or at
least ready to avail itself of developments initi-
ated elsewhere. In many lines, investment in
research and development activity is essential.
Our analysis of industry changes in produc-
tivity over successive short periods indicates
that the rate of technical advance varies greatly
from one industry to another.Other things
being equal, it is to be expected that important
inventions and innovations will occur in more
or less random fashion among industries in the
subperiods. Other things are not wholly equal,
of course, and a possibly fruitful line of re-
search would be to investigate the relationship
between relative changes in productivity and
relative changes or differences among indus-
tries in causal factors such as investment policy
(including research and development) and the
related factor of financial resources, the degree
of competition, and other facets of industry
structure.Neyertheless,itisprobable that
only part of interindustry differentials in pro-
ductivity gain could be explained, and part
would remainascribableto randominflu-
ences.'2
Although we speak of the productivity of an industry
or industrial group, it is clear that this does not imply an
unqualified attribution of credit to the factors employed
within the industry for the productivity gains.Insofar as
economies of scale are experienced as a result of the over-all
growth of the economy, working through the income elas-
ticity of demand or through shifts in demand curves, the
individual industryis hardly responsible.Greater credit
may be given ii through more rapid technical progress and
relative price declines, an industry's share of the market
increases and economies of scale result. Even with regard
to technical progress, while the management of firms in an
20Possibly more important is the fact that
many fundamentalinnovations,whilepio-
neered in certain industries, have broad ap-
plicability in other industrial areas. Examples
of such "linked innovations" 13 are the various
sources of power, automatic controls, materials
handling equipment, office machinery, or man-
agement techniques.It seems reasonable to
believe that linked innovations spread across
industry lines with a considerable lag.Pio-
neering firms may be imitated more promptly
by other firms in the same industry than by
firms in other industries, since communication
may be greater, less adaptation necessary, and
immediatecompetitivepressuresstronger.
When the innovation is taking hold in other in-
dustries, the rate of development may be slow-
ing down in the initiating industry, which re-
sults in a drop in its relative standing, at least
temporarily.
Incidence of increased returns. It is common
knowledge that industries have shared un-
equallyinthe expanding national market.
There is a significant correlation between rela-
tive changes in output and relative changes in
total productivity.For the industry groups,
the coefficient of rank correlation is +65; the
coefficient is virtually the same when per cent
changes in output are relatedto per cent
changes in output per manhour in the industry
groups 1899—1953, and in the manufacturing
industries 1899—1947. To a lesser degree, rela-
tive changes in output and productivity are
positively correlated in the subperiods.
This positive relation between output and
industry may be credited with the requisite initiative, fre-
quently the inventions and initialinnovationsoriginate
outside a given firm or industry and spread by imitation, as
we have remarked.
SeeB. S. Keirstead, The Theory of Economic Change
(Toronto, 1948), ch. VIII.
21productivity should not be construed as reflect-
ing solely the influence of increasing returns to
scale. The relationship involves mutual inter-
action. Relative changes in output are partly
a function of relative price changes which, in
turn, tend to reflect relative changes in produc-
tivity. In the 8o manufacturing industries, the
coefficient of rank correlation between relative
changes in output per manhour and price from
1899 to 1947 is —.69.14Sinceproductivity
change is in part a result of autonomous in-
novation, the associated changes in price and
output are also in part a result of the same fac-
tor, and the interrelation between output and
productivity can only in part be attributed to
economies of scale.It does not appear to be
feasible to measure separately the portion of
productivity change resulting from economies
of scale.
Implicationsforprojection.Assuperior
measures of change in productive efficiency
vis-à-vis the conventional output per manhour
ratios, total productivity indexes should yield
more meaningful results in the analysis and
projection of productivity change and its rela-
tionship to other variables.
Given output,total productivity explains
and makes possible the projection of factor in-
put requirements, in total and individually, in
terms of the dual forces of change in produc-
tive efficiency and factor substitutions. Given
Ahigh degree of correlation between relative changes
in productivity and product prices implies a low degree of
correlation between relative changes in productivity and
factor prices. The coefficient of rank correlation between
relative changes in output per manhour and average hourly
earnings, 1899—1947, iS .20.It is interesting that the average
coefficient of correlation between the two variables in the
several subpcriods is .35; this is consistent with an average
coefficient of correlation between relative changes in output
per manhour and price in the subperiods of —compared
with the —.69obtained in the correlation of the variables
for the period as a whole.
22factor prices, total productivity makes possible
the explanation and projection of a consistent
set of product prices.
The most frequent useofoutput-input
ratios in forecasting has been to build output
projections based on projections of input and
productivity.The productivity projection is
usuallybasedonhistoricaltrends.Since
changes in total factor productivity have shown
less dispersion by industry and less variability
over time than output per manhour, projec-
tions of total productivity should be subject to
a smaller error. Moreover, use of total produc-
tivity requires the forecaster to make explicit
assumptions as to the movements of capital
stock. This requires integration with his capi-
tal formation and saving projections, which
have usually not been related explicitly to pro-
jected changes in productivity, but which are
relevant.
Whether output projections are based on
total factor productivity or on output per man-
hour, our analysis confirms the wisdom of mak-
ing the projection in terms of macro-economic
variables. A breakdown of output for a target
year by type of product and industrial origin,
in order to make supposedly more refined suc-
cessive approximations to the output forecast
by means of industry productivity projections,
has some theoretical appeal. But since indus-
try rates of change are much more variable
than those for segments and the economy as
a whole, it is probable that more would be lost
by attempted refinement than would be gained.
23